Size-dependent growth of polymorphs in nanopores and Ostwald's step rule of stages.
More than 100 years after Ostwald postulated his step rule of stages, predictive understanding as to early crystallization stages of polymorphic materials is still premature. We studied crystallization of the polymorphic pharmaceutical acetaminophen in nanoporous glasses as a model for early stages of bulk crystallization since the surface energy significantly contributes to the total Gibbs free energy of nanosized crystals in both cases. Systematic studies of transitions between different polymorphs inside nanoporous glasses show that the thermodynamic stability of the polymorphs depends on the crystal size. Accordingly, the transient occurrence of different polymorphs during crystal growth in bulk systems can be related to surface energy contributions to the total Gibbs free energy of the developing crystals. In nanosized early-stage crystals with high surface-to-volume ratios other polymorphs may be stable than in large crystals with low surface-to-volume ratios. Improved control of the crystallization of polymorphic materials by imposing well-defined confinement is a promising strategy to tailor release of polymorphic drugs and to optimize optical, electronic, magnetic and ferroelectric properties of polymorphic materials.